
“Virtually connected” thanks to the Pandemic

COVID-19 has accelerated the shift towards virtual connections and remote interactions. It has shown us that we can effectively communicate, collaborate, and connect with others through digital platforms and 
tools. This shift has not only impacted how we work but also how we socialize, attend events, and access various services. It has emphasized the importance of virtual connectivity in maintaining relationships and 
conducting activities in a safe and efficient manner.
Many World countries issued a commemorative stamp showcasing the use of technology to bridge distances, showcase virtual events, and highlight the impact of virtual connectivity on various aspects of life, such as 
education, work, and social interactions. During the pandemic times, world countries commemorated many stamps showcasing how people connected with each other by virtual means
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Beautiful stamp issued by Philpost at Philippines
On the occasion of Christmas in 2021 showcasing 
how Peoples connect using virtual connecting 
software.

Another stamp from Correos de Chile issued a stamp 
On Christmas times in 2020 showcasing how Children’s 
favourite Santa Clause connected peoples by online video 
calls.

A Beautiful Mini-sheet issued by Singpost of Singapore in 2020, Showcasing
Work from Home Concept which was a big success during the time of 

pandemic.

Jordan Post issued a set of Stamps with a title of 
“Jordan is united to confront corona Pandemic”, 
Where it showcase how Education was moved 
from physical classrooms to virtual classrooms.

Anpost of Ireland issued a set of stamps in 2020
Stating “connection and safety during the pandemic”.

POS Indonesia issued 3 stamps in 2020 on pandemic theme, 
where this stamp sympathize virtual connecting during lockdowns.

PhilPost of Philippines issued a very thoughtful stamp 
on the occasion of Valentines day in 2021 showcasing 
couple connecting With each others over virtual
mediums.

Philpost of Philippines also issued a beautiful stamp 
on occasion of National Teachers Month in 2021 displaying how 
Education services were delivered by Online means during lockdown.


